CARPARK ASSET MANAGEMENT PLAN
FINAL

This Asset Management Plan is designed to provide a snapshot of the current status of the asset category and
provide the foundation for continuous improvement for asset management planning within the asset category
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1. Background
This individual asset management plan (AMP), has been prepared in the context of complying with the State
Governments Integrated Planning Legislation, (2010).
It is designed to provide a snapshot of the current status of the asset category and provide the foundation for
continuous improvement for asset management planning within the asset category.
This individual asset management plan is designed to be read as a standalone technical document summarising all
key data for the asset category as well as acting as a supporting document for the development of a carpark
maintenance plan.
The individual plan will give a snapshot of the current asset status by covering the following information for the asset
class.


Levels of service for the known types and categories of Carparks.



Future demand due to population growth, ratepayer expectation and, increasing demand.
Legislative requirements dictating minimum levels of service and processes for developing levels
of service with the community.



Asset Portfolio detailing, quantities, functions, usage, suggested hierarchy and location of each asset



Asset types, detailing the differing asset types.



Value and life cycles, detailing the replacement value and expected useful life for each asset type.



Asset Degradation, showing the adopted degradation curve typical of these assets



Condition Assessment, showing the expected frequency of assessments; the methodology used for
assessing the assets condition; current condition distribution graphs and intervention levels.



Risk management.



Acquisition detailing new and extended assets.



Renewals, detailing the determination of renewals, funding, usage and rate of deterioration.



Disposals, detailing, disposal and downgrade methodology of assets that no longer meet or are
required to meet expected service levels.



Financial summary, providing detailed long and short term renewal forecasts.



Monitoring and improvement of the asset management plan.

1.1 Relevant Standards and Policy’s
Policies/Guidelines:
City of Busselton Local Planning Policy “8 - General Development and Process Standards Policy” Which sets standard
and requirements for the provision on parking associated with new developments and redevelopments.
Provision sets out:



Central Business District, (CBD): 4 car parking bays per 100m2 of Net Lettable Area (NLA). First floor level or
above allows this to be reduced to 2.5 bays per 100m2 NLA,
Cash in lieu payments can be required where appropriate,
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Parking bays exclusively for motor cycles, mobility vehicles (gophers), delivery and services vehicles, taxis,
buses, coaches and courier services are allocated depending on the nature of the development. All
developments incorporating more than 100 bays shall provide a taxi bay or rank in close proximity to the
main entrance of the development. There are refinements for ‘Business’ or ‘Restricted Business’ zones; and
Minimum Car Parking requirements are listed in the table on page 12 and includes tourism parking
standards.

The application of this local planning policy is determined in the Local Planning Scheme 21 which sets out how the
policy is applied.
Tourism Parking:
Page 12 contains the table with specific supply ratios for Motel, Caravan Park/Chalet Park/Tent Park, Bed &
Breakfast, Backpacker Hostel Accommodation and Guesthouse. For tourism destinations/ landmarks, it would
depend on the expected importance for each. However no supply ratios are given for general parking areas such as
foreshore parking.
Disabled parking:
Disabled parking is to be provided at a rate of two spaces per hundred but this may be higher depending on the
need, for example, where there are a higher number of sick or infirm visitors.
Supporting Information
Further specific design information comes from the Rcodes (residential use) or Australian Standard (AS) 2890.1 2004
and 2890.6:2009 Parking facilities—Off-street parking for people with disabilities.
AS 2890.6:2009 Specifications also differ on the number of Accessible (Disabled) car parking bays required. In most
cases the requirement is one in every 100 spaces, only rising to one in fifty for retail, Hospital, Nursing Homes and
Schools, and an additional space for every additional 100 bays.
The service levels and desirable standards set out in the suggested Hierarchy below require one disabled bay per
fifty spaces and a minimum of one for less than fifty sealed spaces; consequently by applying the suggested service
levels the City will always be compliant or better than the Australian Standards.

2. Introduction
Carparks for the purpose of this AMP are off road carparks only and this AMP does not cover on road parking bays
which are covered within the roads AMP; and Airport parking which is covered in the Airport AMP.
The City of Busselton’s Off Road Carparks represent a significant and growing asset category within the total
infrastructure asset portfolio.
Carparks support the use of Council and community services, shopping centres, tourist destinations and business
districts.
It is the responsibility of the City to ensure that the carpark network provides and meets minimum legislative
standards and also the expectations of the community.
The City’s carpark portfolio provides for convenient local access to essential and desirable destinations, which makes
them an important asset in both a strategic and critical sense.
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With this importance in mind, the City undertook an entire carpark network re-inspection in 2015-16, the purpose of
this; being to update existing data and to provide a baseline with which to project required renewal, upgrade and
expansion expenditure, for the next ten to twenty five, years.
The inspections undertaken are based upon visual assessments, carried out by asset management staff. Inspection of
car park surfaces and associated infrastructure, where carried out with the same methodology as for roads, kerbs,
signage, etc. in order to equate these like assets.

What is a Carpark?
A carpark generally consists of a compacted crushed rock (road base), pavement that provides a very stable base for
the application of a wearing course (a waterproof trafficable sealed surface). The pavement generally varies in
thickness between 100 mm and 500 mm depending upon the age, method of construction, designed traffic volumes
and the nature of the soil underneath. If kept dry and stable, the pavement generally can have a very long life. The
wearing course on top provides an appropriate surface for vehicular traffic, in that it provides grip and an impervious
barrier, thus stopping water penetration of the pavement. The City has a combination of sealed and unsealed,
(gravelled), carparks.
The seal or wearing course has a shorter life than the pavement and is affected by the amount of traffic, the
nature of the traffic (i.e. heavy vehicles), the type of seal used and maintenance of this seal over its life. The life
of the seal can be extended through the timely intervention of crack sealing or the application of a spray seal or a
slurry seal over the top of the existing surface. Dependant on the level of deterioration, a seal may need to be
removed and new asphalt overlay or similar surface applied.
If the seal has deteriorated to a condition whereby it needs to be removed and if the pavement itself has also
deteriorated and lost its strength and integrity (mainly through water entry, but also possibly because of soil
movement due to highly reactive soils) then the whole road pavement and seal must be replaced - this is referred to
as a "full reconstruction".
A full pavement reconstruction is a very expensive exercise costing in the order of $40 - $150 m²; whereas the earlier
intervention actions, such as asphalt overlays, spray seal, slurry seal, crack sealing or surface enrichment, cost less
than $19 / m². It is in the City's and the community's interest to ensure that carparks are maintained and
appropriate intervention levels are enforced so that carparks do not drop to a standard where full reconstruction is
the only option.
In addition to the pavement and surface, carparks generally have additional assets attached to them in the form of
kerbing, line marking, lighting, landscaping, signage etc. all of these additional assets are noted in the carpark
register however their condition and attributes are stored within the appropriate AMP and register.

2.1 Asset Portfolio
The City is currently, responsible for 132 off road carparks, with a total pavement area of 234,619m², providing
approximately 4,146 parking bays, (which includes some 223 boat and trailer bays and 70 Acrod bays). The network
has a current replacement value of $10,177,724 (based on reconstruction of seal, pavement and sub-base, only, on a
like for like basis) and a condition based fair value of $8,323,587.
These carparks are classified in to various functions or hierarchies and each can be further classified on type, usage
and location.
There are two principal construction types those being sealed and unsealed or gravel car parks. (Asset types and sub
types are detailed in 4.1, below.
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In addition to these carparks, there are six private carparks, (803 bays), which the city manages in terms of parking
restrictions. These are not owned or maintained by the City and are excluded from the asset portfolio and registered
purely for information. These include; Busselton Central Shopping Centre South, Busselton Central Shopping Centre
North, Busselton New Woolworths, Busselton Old Woolworths, Seymour Boulevard Dunsborough, Dunsborough
Central Shopping Centre.
Similarly, there are nine carparks, (254 bays), provided by The Department of Parks and Wildlife, (DPaW), which are
open for public use, but not maintained or owned by the city. These include: Nagilgi cave, Canal Rocks carpark,
Gunyulgup Bay Headland, Rabbits carpark, Kabbijgup Beach, Sugarloaf Rock Nature Reserve carpark and lookout,
Cape Naturaliste south, Cape Naturaliste north, Cape Naturalist Lighthouse carpark (and access roads).
A City wide view of all parking areas will shortly be available on IntraMaps. CBD parking is illustrated in Appendix 4.

2.2 Asset Types and replacement costs.
The following asset types exist in the City’s Off Road Carparks:
 Gravel or Limestone carpark pavements, base, (234,619 m². Est’ replacement cost $5,969,440);
 Asphalt wearing course, (159,674m². Est’ replacement cost $3,200,056);
 Bituminous seal wearing course, (14,451m². Est’ replacement cost $74,318);
 Brick Paving or concrete wearing course, (175m². Est’ replacement cost $12,600); and
 Subgrades under sealed and gravel carparks, (234,619m². Est’ replacement cost $821,310).
 TOTAL AS NEW REPLACEMENT COST $10,077,727
Replacement costs are for as new and do not reflect the actual condition based fair value.

3. Levels of Service
The City is committed to providing responsible management and sufficient car parking facilities for the public to use.
Routine inspections and specific maintenance / repairs, resealing, grading, reconstruction and improvements are
currently carried out as detailed in the City’s budget. Table 1 below shows the city’s historical expenditure on
carparks both in terms of maintenance and capital renewal, (rehabilitation, upgrade and the provision of new
assets).
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Table 1. Ten Year Historical Expenditure on Carparks.
FINANCIAL
YEAR

MAINTENANCE
EXPENDITURE*

06/07
07/08
08/09
09/10

$12,131
$22,500
$28,558
$15,476

10/11
11/12
12/13
13/14
14/15

$23,929
$18,054
$37,921
$26,442
$23,440

15/16

$28,540

10 YEAR HISTORICAL EXPENDITURE ON CARPARKS
CAPITAL
DEPRECIATED
COMMENTS
EXPENDITURE
VALUE CAR
PARKS**
NIL
$693,059
$45,289
$771,872
$164,220
$1,256,285
$99,755
$1,497,977
Rangers Parking Expenditure removed from maint’
Expenditure
$142,123
$1,596,670
$23,351
$1,573,202
$151,944
$2,140,221
$209,351
$2,409,457
Harris road land purchased under Town Planning
$303,465
$2,409,457
Capex Excludes new Barnard Park carpark,
constructed by special projects.
$747,676
$8,323,587
Introduction of fair value and revaluation by
condition substantially increased the value of
carparks which were previously undervalued. Capex
Includes new Vasse oval carpark and 5 renewals, but
excludes foreshore works and Dunsborough
townscape completed with other budget monies.

*Maintenance expenditure includes such items as: Sweeping, grading, surface and kerb repairs, lighting, line marking
and signs.
** The depreciated value of the assets, (based on a straight line depreciation), show a steady increase year on year,
reflecting the City’s investment in new and renewed carparks is regularly outstripping the depreciation.
The detailed asset inspections recently undertaken indicate that carparks should be inspected in their entirety on a
three to five yearly frequency, (to be reviewed following two complete inspections). The results of those inspections
are then applied to updating the carpark asset management program and valuation of the asset class. In the
intervening years, carparks that fall at or below the agreed intervention level (condition 8), should be attended to
and once this backlog has been cleared, condition 7 carparks should be reinspected to ensure they have not fallen to
the intervention level during this period between full inspections.
This is the process of continual evaluation, collection and review of the data to ensure its ongoing currency.
In order to establish expected service levels, it was noticed that unlike roads, carparks had no formal hierarchy
against which the City could set minimum service levels and standards, to achieve or exceed. To this end the City has
established a proposed carpark hierarchy detailing description requirements for each level of criticality. Full details
of this proposed hierarchy are set out in Table 2, below.
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4. Carpark Hierarchy, Criticality and proposed base levels of service.
Table 2
PROPOSED
HIERARCHY
CBD, RETAIL,
MAJOR
FORESHORE

CRITICALITY

MAJOR SPORT
AND
RECREATION

2

MUNICIPAL

3

LOCAL BEACH AND
RECREATIONAL

4

LOCAL
COMMUNITY

5

1

DESCRIPTION AND
REQUIREMENTS
Carparks in high utilisation areas,
making surrounding commercial and
foreshore areas more accessible.
Support economic wellbeing of the
area.
EG. Shopping Centres, Central CBD,
Busselton and Dunsborough Foreshore.
Desirable Attributes:40-200 sealed spaces.
1 Acrod bay per 50 spaces.
Kerbed and Line marked.
Footpath linkages with ramps, TGSI’s.
Average condition <3
Carparks in or at high utilisation
sporting and marine recreation
facilities.
EG. GLC, major ovals, sports clubs, boat
ramps.
Desirable Attributes:20-100 sealed spaces.
1 Acrod bay per 50 spaces, (min1).
Line marked.
Footpath linkages with ramps and
TGSI’s.
Average condition <4
Carparks catering for municipal
community facilities.
EG. Libraries, CRC, City Offices,
Museum etc.
Desirable Attributes:20-50+ sealed spaces.
1 Acrod bay per 50 spaces, (min1).
Footpath linkages with ramps.
Average condition <5

QUANTITY
17

AREA
M²
57,545

TOTAL
SPACES
1364

ACROD
BAYS
30

13

49,369

785

12

16

46,813

430

10

Carparks servicing local beaches,
recreational sites and clubs.
EG. Surf Breaks, non CBD beaches.
Desirable Attributes:-10-20 + spaces.
Sealed or unsealed.
If sealed, at least 1 Acrod bay
Average condition <6
Carparks serving local/rural community
facilities.
EG. Community Halls.
Desirable Attributes:5-20+ spaces.
Sealed or unsealed.
If sealed at least 1 Acrod bay.
Average condition <7.

63

64,786

1237

15

23

15,901

333

3
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4.1 Service Level gaps.
If the above Hierarchy and desirable attributes are applied to the City’s off street carparks, then the current
shortfalls in service levels can be identified, which would require the following works to rectify:





Installation, (marking), of twenty five, additional disabled access bays, (Acrod).
Five, carparks require line marking of bays.
Ten, carparks require upgrading or rehabilitation works to bring their condition up to the required standard.
Six, carparks require resealing.
Seven unsealed carparks require Re-sheeting with gravel.

All of these works should be prioritised using the priority scoring calculations from the asset multi criteria analysis
(MCA)
The cost implications of these service level gaps are further detailed in the Renewals section of this plan.

5. Asset Values and Expected Useful Life
5.1. Two Stage costing
It should be noted that there is a two stage costing dilemma when predicting future surface and pavement
treatment for carparks, as with sealed roads the proposed future treatment may differ from the existing treatment,
As an example:-The existing seal treatment may be a spray seal initial treatment prime and seal at a cost of $8.00 per
square metre, while the proposed next treatment may be an asphalt overlay reseal at a cost of $29.00 per m². For
accounting purposes it is necessary to base the valuations on the existing spray prime and seal treatment, while for
renewal costing and works programs the proposed asphalt overlay treatment is more appropriate. Similarly for a
pavement asset, there may be a 400mm deep original pavement costing $50.00 per m². With a replacement or
rehabilitation treatment consisting of a 150mm deep pavement overlay at a cost of $25.00 per m².
Hence the two stage costing structure. The “Valuation” is always based upon the existing treatment cost, while the
“works programme” is based upon the proposed next treatment costs. If there is no next treatment nominated then
the existing treatment cost for both. (Condition costing based on the next treatment can only be generated for
assets that have reached the intervention level and whose condition is clearly evident and will predict the next
treatment).
There is no way of predicting accurately what condition and hence treatment will be required in say 25-30 years for a
new seal. Consequently the above figures for replacement cost are based only on existing treatment and as such can
only be indicative of Councils future liabilities.

5.2. Expected useful life, (EUL)
The Expected useful life for each of the sub asset types together with the current replacement costs are similar to
those for roads and are shown below in Table 3.
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Table 3. Asset type, Expected useful life and unit cost for replacement

EXISTING TREATMENT

Primer Seal-1
Spray Seal -2
Double Seal-3
Asphalt-4
Concrete-5
Brick Paving-6
Interlocking concrete pavers-7
Slurry seal-8
Rubber reseal-9
Rock
Pavement (sealed carpark)
Pavement (unsealed carpark)
Sub-base

Expected
Useful
Life, (yrs)
2
18
20
25
35
30
30
20
25
20
60
15

∞

Replacement Cost,
($/m²)
$4.20
$4.20
$7.50
$19.00
$90.00
$45.00
$55.00
$12.00
$6.00
$45.00
$25.00
$14.35
$3.00

Sub-base formations are simply earthworks, which once in place retain their value as they do not measurably
deteriorate. Consequently they have an effective EUL of infinity and are not depreciated. Condition of the sub-base
is therefore assumed to be as new and rated as 0. The only exception to this would be formations damaged by
outside forces such as major floods or sea inundation/erosion.
New pavements built for new carparks would have a much larger value, (approx. $50/m²). For pavements there is
the added consideration of residual value, since a pavement at the end of its useful life still has a value. Australian
Accounting Standards Board, AASB116 onwards, states that an asset cannot have a residual value unless it is to be
sold. Consequently the City has adjusted the overall expected useful lives for pavement to accommodate this fact.
Local practice and actual costs lead the City to believe the residual value, for pavements, on refurbishment is close to
30+%, therefore this value is based on the above premise and a road pavement at condition 8+ despite having no
useful life remaining will still have a value equivalent to 17% of the new build cost, (with an Adjusted EUL). (Industry
standard Expected Useful Lives, (EUL’s) and the effect of adjusting EUL’s is discussed in Appendix 4)

6. Asset Degradation
Whilst the component asset types have differing life cycles the degradation of these assets shows a steady decrease
in condition with time until they reach condition 8, (where 0 is as new and 10 has no useful life left), at which point
they have expended between 80% and 90% of their useful lives. At this point the degradation accelerates rapidly.
Intervention to renew and repair the asset is therefore required at condition 8 to avoid significantly increased cost to
renew at a later stage. (E.g. a carpark at condition 8 may be renewed by a simple reseal or overlay at a cost of $19 or
less per m² whereas a carpark at condition 9 or 10 would likely require full reconstruction at a cost of $30-100 per
m²). As degradation accelerates the time frame for intervention becomes critical. Ideally, all assets should be
renewed at, or before, reaching condition 8 thus maintaining condition based levels of service and avoiding the
increased costs associated with delaying renewal. The typical degradation curve is shown below in Chart 1.
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Chart 1. Typical Degradation Curve for Sealed Pavement.

(Ref: - Moloney Asset Management Systems, Roads Module)
“The starting point for all modelling is the present condition distribution of the asset set (See Chart 2). This is
generally established via an inspection of the assets but can be age based or drawn in from any reliable source. (In
the case of City of Busselton’s carparks this is based on 100% inspection). The basic requirement is that an asset be
within condition zero when new and condition ten when it has failed and has no remaining life.
The asset degradation curve is defined by the amount of time in years that an asset is expected to remain within a
given condition rating before jumping to the next higher condition rating. So an asset may remain in condition zero
for five years on average before rising to condition one. It may then have ten years in condition one before jumping
to condition two etc. The total asset life is thus the sum of the individual life within each condition rating.
The degradation process is applied to the present condition distribution by degrading the asset base annually. This
process goes on annually across the whole condition range and with no other intervention all assets would
eventually end up in condition ten.
Coupled with the degradation process are two distinct modelling paths. The first requires a user defined asset
condition outcome and then predicts the capital expenditure requirement to achieve this. The second requires a
proposed capital rehabilitation expenditure profile and then predicts future asset condition.
Degradation curves are a key driver to the modelling process and are developed by undertaking a statistical analysis
of the asset condition change between two or more consistent condition surveys. (In simple terms, if 30% of the
assets were found to have degraded from one condition rating to the next over a three year period then the annual
probability of this event would be 0.1 (10% per year) and the average expected life within the starting condition
would be 10-years).
The adopted graph above was developed by Moloney asset management via a statistical analysis in asset condition
change between two asset condition surveys. It suggests that the total asset life of a sealed pavement from new
condition zero to the end of its useful life at condition eight is around seventy years. How the total seventy years is
distributed across the condition range will have a very big impact on the overall modelling outcome and it is
important that these degradation curves be individually developed for the City of Busselton’s asset types based upon
the historic condition change with time; it is therefore vitally important that the city completes condition
assessments at the suggested intervals”. (Ref: Moloney Asset Management Systems, Financial Modelling Module).
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7. Condition Assessment
7.1. Carpark Pavements
Condition assessments are to be carried out every three to five years, as per the asset condition assessment
program. The procedure for assessing the condition of carparks (and calculating the Gravel Resheet Prioritisation
Score) is detailed in Appendix 2. This score will reflect the remaining life shown in the assets degradation curve.
Defects requiring re-sheets over small areas are identified through customer requests and regular maintenance
inspections by Operations Department staff with the following information:


An estimated cost to repair the defect; and
Prioritisation of the defect repairs.

The assessment of the defects will be used to develop capital works programs over the next five years. (After which
the cycle is repeated).
The condition of each asset will be kept (attached to the asset) in Multi-Criteria Assessment, (MCA), Database and
the defect(s) will also be recorded as an action against the asset in the Database. The lack of recorded information as
to the construction and rehabilitation dates of the majority of carparks means that the City must base its condition
assessments on actual inspection. Chart 2 below shows the condition profile for the City’s Gravel car parks as
inspected April/May 2016
Chart 2. PRESENT CONDITION DISTRIBUTION BY AREA OF ALL CARPARK PAVEMENTS,

Total Asset Group Quantity: - 187,852
Unit’s:- m²
Total Asset life in Years: - 15-20
Total Asset Group Rehabilitation: - Replacement Cost- $5,969,500
Intervention Level: - 8.0
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7.2. Sealed Carparks
Condition assessments are to be carried out for sealed carpark wearing courses and pavements every five, years as
per the asset condition assessment program.
Both pavements and wearing course are inspected at the same time, and both assessed within condition valuations
between zero and ten, (where zero is as new and ten has no remaining useful life).
The Inspection template details each carpark, allows for variations within sections and variance areas, (where a
carpark may have two differing types of surface treatment) ensuring an accurate area is recorded and inspected.
The data has been utilised to reassess the immediate future works program and ten year renewal expenditure
requirement and gap modelling, (see financial summary). The data also highlights immediate maintenance issues,
and provides, reseal, stabilisation, regulation and associated asset, (e.g. kerbing, signage line marking etc.)
maintenance programmes as required. Charts 3 and 4 below shows the condition profile for the City’s sealed
carparks surface and pavement, as inspected Jan-May 2016.
Chart 3. PRESENT OVERALL CONDITION DISTRIBUTION, BY AREA, OF THE SEALED CARPARK WEARING
COURSE, ASSET BASE.

AREA WITHIN CONDITION RATING
0 Good - Condition – 10 Very Poor

PRESENT CONDITION DISTRIBUTION BY AREA OF ASSET BASE
Area within Cond in yr. 2016

Total Asset Group Quantity: - 187,402
Unit’s:- m² (seal)
Total Asset life in Years: - 18-35 (seals)
Total Asset Group Rehabilitation: – Replacement Cost, (seals) $3,291,599
Intervention Level: - 8.0
An overview of the rationale used for assessing the condition of a sealed surfaces, (and condition summaries) is
detailed in Appendix 2.
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7.3. Subgrade
Subgrades (Gravel and Sealed Carparks)
The condition of the subgrade is generally not assessed; the overall condition rating of the Subgrades is assumed as
good and the default condition profile for good has been accepted. (Subgrades are not depreciated and have an
assumed expected useful life of infinity).
Total Asset Group Quantity: - 234,390
Unit’s:- m² (Pavement)
Total Asset life in Years: - ∞
Total Asset Group Rehabilitation: - Replacement Cost $820,508
Intervention Level: - Not Applicable

7.4 Other Associated Assets.
Please refer to the asset data for Kerbing, Pathways, Signage, Line marking, and Boat Ramps etc. for details of
associated assets.

8. Risk Management
With the exception of the annual sweeping programme, defect maintenance is currently carried out on carparks on
an ad-hoc and reactive basis. Maintenance is carried out for the following reasons:
 To minimise risk to the public using the asset; and
 To ensure that the asset reaches its predicted life.
Works should be prioritised based on the risk they pose to the public. Defect repairs which need to be carried out
are identified by asset inspections, during maintenance inspections and via customer reports. These defects are
recorded against the asset in the Data Base and will generally be funded through the annual works and maintenance
budget.
The Condition inspection methodology for both Sealed and Unsealed carparks incorporates a risk/safety factors,
(please refer to Appendix 1.1).
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Table 4 shows risks which have been noted through the physical inspection process or are inherent risks associated
with the particular asset class. They are risks to the structural integrity of the asset and associated assets, as well as
users of the asset.
Table 4. Risk Control and Actions
Risk Description

Controls

Treatment Actions

What is the Risk

What is being done to
control the risk

Is the risk level acceptable and if not
what can be further done to control
the risk

Inferior materials and/or
methods used in
construction causing major
failures

Development control and
design construction
specifications

Deferred maintenance
and/or treatment, causing
carparks to become
dangerous

Condition data for all
carparks to be updated
(2016).

Development of a targeted
maintenance program based on the
outcomes of the condition
assessments. (July 2016)

Low utilisation carparks
not being prioritised for
Capital Renewal works

Multi Criteria
Assessment, (MCA), to
determine priority.

Continued development and update of
MCA for prioritisation of Capital
Renewals and upgrades.

8.1. Risk Assessment Principles and Process.
The overall objectives of a formal risk management approach are to:








Outline the process by which The City manages risk associated with its assets, so that all risks can be
identified and evaluated in a consistent manner;
Identify operational and organisational risks at a broad level;
Identify and analyse the City’s liability associated to Risk;
Prioritise the risks to identify the highest ones to be addressed in the short to medium term;
Determine the most appropriate option for minimising The City’s exposure to financial and physical loss
inclusive of Community Assets under the control of The City;
Allocate responsibility for managing risks to specific staff to improve accountability;
Encourage the identification and reporting of potential risks; and
Promote and support Risk Management practices within the Organisation, and Protect the City’s corporate
image as being a professional, responsible and ethical organisation.

Chart 5, below shows the overview of the risk management process as outlined above. This reflects the City of
Busselton’s adopted Risk Management Process as detailed in the City’s Risk Management Plan.
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Chart 5. The Risk Management Process.

Risk Identification

Risk Analysis

Risk Evaluation

Monitor and Review

Communicate and Consult

Establish Risk Context

Assess Risks
Risk Treatment

(From AS/NZS ISO 31000-2009)

8.2. Contingency Planning
The Director of Engineering and Works Services has delegated authority to undertake works that may arise as a
consequence of emergencies due to unanticipated conditions.
In order to manage all the assets effectively, and up to date valuations and condition assessments need to be carried
out. To this end, revaluations and condition assessments are to be carried out every five years as outlined above.
These are carried out either internally by staff or externally by contract depending on the staff availability and skill
level.

9. Future Demand and Demographics.
There are currently, (April 2016), 7,586 car parking spaces, (Including; on road, private and DPaW), within the City’s
boundary’s; with a current population of 36,335, (City of Busselton Economic Demographic Profile 2016.). This would
indicate that there is currently one car parking space for every four and a half head of population. (Whilst population
statistics do not include transient population such as tourists and visitors this is offset as they do include children and
other non-drivers).
It would appear that there are no standard or suggested standards for supply ratios for car parking spaces to
population other than in broad academic studies. This includes studies such as Colliers International and parking
traffic consultants,( The Evolution of Car Parking ), which studies Sydney, Perth, Canberra and Melbourne CBD ratios
of spaces to workers. There are also a number of other academic studies in to the changing nature of car parking
uses where alternative transport options influence car parking pressures, such as pedestrian malls, cycle ways and
public transport. All this aside, we are able to look at the City’s ratios against current and predicted population
growth, and draw some insight in to future demand. In order to do this with some meaningful statistics we have
incorporated all public car parking spaces within the City Boundary’s, including on street parking, private carparks
open to the public and DPaW carparks.
Predicted population growth is for the City to reach a population of 43,950 by 2026, an increase of 7,615 or an
annual increase of 761 over a ten year period. If we apply a supply ratio of one space per five head of population,
this would imply that City will need to supply an additional 143 car parking spaces per annum to maintain the
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current supply ratio. (It should be noted here that the major Australian cities CBD’s range between 8 and 12 workers
per parking space, so by comparison The City of Busselton is car parking rich).
Recent capital works indicate that the average cost to construct a sealed kerbed and line marked car parking space
on a Greenfield site is approximately $2,500. Therefore the City,(and Private sector together), should be spending
$358,000 per annum on new car parking infrastructure in addition to remedial and renewal works. The average
capex of $230,235 per annum over the last eight years, ($747,000 for 15/16), indicates the City is achieving required
renewal and maintenance service ratios, but may be required to supply Reserve Account funding for expansion to
meet future demand. This however will be offset to some extent by extra parking bays constructed by the private
sector such as shopping centre developments and the increasing use of alternative transport. Council should also
bear in mind that most Council’s including the major capitals fall well short of the 1:5 supply ratio that the City of
Busselton has achieved.
The Busselton foreshore redevelopment master plan indicates that the City and private enterprise will provide an
additional 200+ spaces within the next few years.
In terms of Accessible (disabled) Parking facilities, there are currently some ninety one Acrod bays across the city,
providing for the 1600 Acrod permits that are registered in the district. This means the City is currently providing one
Acrod bay for every 17.6 permit holders. Whilst no supply ratios are indicated by the standards in terms of issued
permits, the City should work towards achieving the levels of service outlined in the above hierarchy.

9.1 Acquisition
The City is cognisant of the difficulty for funding existing infrastructure, both maintenance and renewals; and
therefore should be very cautious about undertaking creation of new assets which will add to this difficulty.
Provision of new works fall into the following categories depending upon the extent and type of works:



City funded; or
Developer funded as part of subdivisional development, retail & commercial development; or
Contribution to the cost by either the developer and/or City.

This plan covers renewal; acquisition of new carparks is outlined within the City’s long term financial plan and within
anticipated developments.

9.2. New Carparks
New Carparks are built as part of new subdivisions, retail and commercial developments or as part of the City’s
expansion providing for increased demand and are constructed at the full cost of the developer or the City. The City
specifies the standards of construction for these Carparks, (see levels of service above), and then checks as
constructed standards, to ensure that they will perform as required as they become, in use, assets.
Standards are detailed in Engineering and Works Services Standards and Specifications, and (AS) 2890.Parking
Facilities. Anticipated New car parks known at the time of writing this plan are outlined in table 5 below.
The anticipated new carparks identified in Table five below are provided as a starting point for future planning and
debate to occur. Adoption of this asset management plan does not commit the Council to undertaking these works,
rather provides an initial list that can be built on over time.
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Table 5. Anticipated New Carparks
Location
Busselton Foreshore redevelopment, on
road and off road
The Goose (Foreshore)
Busselton Central Shopping Centre
redevelopment/multi storey/Aldi
Vasse Oval (East)
Dunsborough Town Centre, land
purchase for future parking
Koolijak Road, adjacent to playground
Geographe Bay Road/ Mann St
Geographe Bay Road/ Quindalup old
disused tennis court
Busselton-Margaret
River
Airport
Development
Geographe Bay Road/Tulloch St,
formalise sandy pull in
Geographe Bay Road/Grove Street,
formalise and seal
Grace Court, formalise sandy indent.
Total Additional Funding Required

Approx. number of bays
Marine Tce west 209, Marine Tce East
73, Foreshore Pde West on road 3.
(-62 offset by above plus new Barnard
Park carpark and foreshore Pde east)
200-300

Responsibility/Funding/Approx. cost
Foreshore funding and Developers

70
100

Developers
Special

10
5
10

COB $30,000
COB $15,000
COB $25,000

600

Airport development funding

10

COB $30,000

10

COB $30,000

5

COB $15,000
$130,000

Foreshore funding
Developers

9.4. Extensions, improvements and required works to Existing Carparks
Required works and improvement identified as a result of detailed inspection of the City’s Carparks are outlined in
Table 6 below. All works total some $1,796,532. Further discussion of how these works could be achieved is outlined
in 13.2 Gap Modelling below.
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Table 6 Anticipated and suggested Carpark improvements and expansion
The anticipated and suggested carpark expansion and improvements identified in Table six below are provided as a
starting point for future planning and debate to occur. Adoption of this asset management plan does not commit the
Council to undertaking these works, rather provides an initial list that can be built on over time.

CARPARK
ALAN
FORESHORE

WORK REQUIRED
STREET

AMEND LAYOUT
FOR ADDITIONAL
PARKING

GROYNE ROAD

ALBERT
PARK

STREET

FORMALISE

CAR

RECONSTRUCT
AND UPGRADE

AMBERGATE HALL

LIGHT
GRADE

MAINT'

AMBERGATE RESERVE

RECONSTRUCT
AND SEAL

ART GEO QUEEN STREET

RESEAL A/O

COLES NORTH

R10 SAM

COMMENT
formalise
and
reseal
Provide
eight
additional bays
and formalise
significant
stripping
and
patch
work
some
edge
erosion requires
a/o and line
marking, recon
and install rain
gardens
for
improved
drainage
medium grade
laterite,
no
potholes but top
30-50%very
loose, requires
grading
requires recon
and
formalisation
with
traffic
management
devices
to
prevent
antisocial behaviour,
grade
in
meanwhile
Moderate fines
loss,
multiple
spots of DL/
severe stripping.
Some
meandering
cracking. reseal
req
Small
fine
cracking
inc
block to eastern
side
western
side has been
renewed. DGA is

PRIORITY
SCORE

BASIC
COST

POSSIBLE
FUNDING

$22,000

WITH ROAD

$24,000

WITH ROAD

128

$58,700

COB

21

$200

MAINT'

34

$90,000

COB

73

$18,315

COB
RENEWAL

136

$55,132

COB
RENEWAL

48

30
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DUNSBOROUGH LIBRARY
AND
COMMUNITY
CENTRE

R10 SAM

FORTH STREET

FORMALISE,
RECONSTRUCT
AND SEAL

gravel pave. Sam
seal
req
to
eastern end
Block Cracking
throughout
access
road,
crack
sealing
required, minor
cracking to car
park itself some
mph due to tree
root intrusion.
crack
sealing
with Sam seal
req.
Ave gravel depth
150+. formalise,
kerb and seal

HARNETT STREET

FORMALISE,
RECONSTRUCT
AND SEAL

QUINDALUP BOAT RAMP
OVERFLOW

LIGHT
GRADE

126

$34,083

COB
RENEWAL

34

$73,000

COB

could do with
sealing,
ave
gravel depth 110

30

$33,900

COB

MAINT'

Ok could do with
a light grade

43

$189

MAINT'

GANNET ROCK 1

FULL
SECTION
RESHEET

41

$8,003

Meelup
Regional
Park Coastal
Nodes
funding

KING STREET FORESHORE

UPGRADE

128

$58,000

COB

POINT PIQUET 2

RECONSTRUCT
AND SEAL

41

$100,100

Meelup
Regional
Park Coastal
Nodes
funding

EAGLE BAY 3

SPOT RESHEET

General
subgrade
exposure, little
gravel
left,
stony, multiple
potholes
to
entry. resheet
req
Meandering
cracking
to
most, multiple
ph. and patches
very
rough
uneven surface.
upgrade
and
reseal
little gravel left ,
uneven
with
subgrade
exposure
multiple
potholes, busy
car park needs
formalising and
sealing
Bowl
shaped
profile, requires
re-gravelling to
centre, subgrade
Exp, ph., gravel
depth
profile
across 50-30-020-100. centre
exposed rocks
not trafficable

43

$1,620

Meelup
Regional
Park Coastal
Nodes
funding
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EAGLE BAY 4

SPOT RESHEET

EAGLE BAY 6

SPOT RESHEET

BAUDIN MEMORIAL 7

RECONSTRUCT
AND SEAL

EAGLE BAY 8

LIGHT
GRADE

EAGLE BAY 9

RECONSTRUCT
AND SEAL

EAGLE BAY 10

RECONSTRUCT
AND SEAL

MAINT'

seal
to
be
redone
with
road., gravel has
some looseness
but otherwise
ok, could do
with a minor top
up
bowl
shaped
profile requires,
dip fixing, 1
large
pothole
major subgrade
exp.
small
asphalt
apron off road
reasonable
depth
gravel
(may have been
recently
resheeted?)
would benefit
from a quick
blade for now.(
consider
formalising and
sealing )
Excellent depth
gravel
(may
have
been
recently
resheeted?)

72

$531

Meelup
Regional
Park Coastal
Nodes
funding

28

$1,122

Meelup
Regional
Park Coastal
Nodes
funding

23

$46,600

Meelup
Regional
Park Coastal
Nodes
funding

22

$200

Meelup
Regional
Park Coastal
Nodes
funding

minor sub Exp,
flat 60mm gravel
depth,
some
longitudinal
erosion,
busy
needs
formalising and
sealing
along
with eb9 and
roadside parking
in between this
and carpark 10
(approx.
additional
300m²).
30mm drop of
from road seal
edge
Ave depth gravel
85, some loose
material closest
carpark to the
town site and
most popular,
needs
formalising and
sealing
along
with
8.

24

$51,700

Meelup
Regional
Park Coastal
Nodes
funding

23

$42,000

Meelup
Regional
Park Coastal
Nodes
funding

21

30mm drop of
from road seal
edge

RIEDLE PARK

RECONSTRUCT
AND SEAL

EAGLE BAY BOAT RAMP

FULL
SECTION
RESHEET

FISHERMANS/WHALE
WATCH BOAT RAMP
GRAVEL CAR PARK
WONNERUP BOAT RAMP
TOILET BLOCK

HEAVY
GRADE

MARGARET
FORESHORE

RECONSTRUCT
AND SEAL

STREET

MAINT

RECONSTRUCT
AND SEAL

MILL ROAD FORESHORE
PARKING

LIGHT
GRADE

MAINT'

PEEL
TERRACE
UNDEVELOPED LAND

SPECIAL

SIESTA PARK CAR PARK 1

FULL
SECTION
RESHEET

some
loose
mixed
with
mulch,
park
recently
upgraded and
area
reduced,
needs
acrod
bay, formalising
and sealing, and
layback kerb to
entry
Has very little
gravel left and is
mostly
compacted
sand,
suggest
full
resheet.
approx.
57m²
asphalt to entry
apron off fern
rd.
fair needs heavy
winter
grade
and roll
Ave gravel depth
only 50mm and
uneven requires
top up scrape
and roll. Has 3m
asphalt apron to
road. seal req
ave gravel depth
150+, should be
sealed
Has
asphalt
apron. Could do
with levelling.
Ave stone depth
200+. subject o
sand inundation
currently donga
city
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$30,000

COB

37

$10,712

COB
RENEWAL

34

$333

MAINT’

17

$18,000

COB

26

$52,200

COB

25

$180

MAINT'

24

$915,500

SPECIAL

Very little gravel
what there is
has been pushed
up in to mounds,
very rough and
uneven. requires
full resheet and
levelling

31

$1,635

COB
RENEWAL

22

SIESTA PARK CAR PARK 2

SPOT RESHEET

YALLINGUP
HALL

RECONSTRUCT
AND SEAL

VILLLAGE

subgrade
exposure to turn
around, rest not
bad,
requires
spot resheet and
levelling
fix road run off
formalise and fix
caves road edge
drop off

29

$576

COB
RENEWAL

56

$48,000

COB

9.5. Other Improvements
Other improvements such as line marking, installation and upgrade of acrod marking etc., are generally carried out
along with rehabilitation and or expansion, to reduce the maintenance costs of a carpark, or to improve the safety
and serviceability of a carpark, and will be funded through the annual capital works program.
15/16 and 16/17 works budgets have an allocation of $50,000 for Disability Access improvements, which is being
used to upgrade or install acrod bay markings to current standards.

10. Operations and Maintenance
Currently, The City spends $28,500 pa (2015-2016) on maintaining the existing carpark network, as a safe facility for
the public to use. This expenditure includes; Pothole repairs, line marking, kerb repairs, lighting repairs etc. This
figure is more than likely significantly understated as much of the car park maintenance work has traditionally been
charged to adjoining roads. Additionally, annual sweeping of all carparks including the CBDs, costs $50,000.
The completion of inspections and full condition data will significantly improve the identification of maintenance
issues reducing the risk of deferred maintenance causing carparks to become difficult to use or dangerous, (see risk
management above).

11. Renewals
11.1. Gravel Carpark Pavements
Gravel Carpark renewals (resheets) are rare as many of these are small beachside carparks that have evolved on
natural terrain, those that have been created are subject to little wear compared to gravel roads and as such rarely
need topping up. Projected resheet works would be funded through the annual capital works program. Candidates
should be chosen from both the Condition assessment results and the defect list and be prioritised by:


Extent of the works; and
Resheet prioritisation score; (refer to Appendix 1).
Carparks identified as requiring Resheeting or initial sheeting, (excludes those where a sealing upgrade is
proposed), are as follows:





Siesta Park 1, Full Resheet
Siesta Park 2, Spot Resheet
Eagle Bay 1, Full Resheet
Eagle Bay 3, Spot Resheet
Eagle Bat 4, Spot Resheet
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 Eagle Bay 6, Spot Resheet
 Eagle Bay, Boat Ramp, (Fern Rd), Full Resheet

11.2. Sealed Carpark Pavements
Sealed Carpark pavements which require reconstruction are funded through the annual capital works program.
Defects in the pavement are also rectified through the annual capital works program, prior to wearing course
renewal. The condition assessment results clearly identify pavements at or approaching intervention level. These are
included under 9.4 above.

11.3. Wearing Course (Asphalt & Spray Seals)
Renewal of wearing course (reseals) is funded through the annual capital works program. Projects should be
determined using: Wearing course, (overall) condition rating;
 Renewal prioritisation score ;( refer Appendix 2); and
 Rate of deterioration of the seal, (determined using previous condition assessments).
Carparks requiring resealing/rehabilitation are included in 9.4 above.

11.4. Subgrade
Renewal of subgrade is extremely rare, as this is the underlying earthwork that does not depreciate, and would only
be required due to natural disaster such as flooding, landslide or ocean inundation/erosion. There is however one
example of this included in the projected works listed in 9.4 above; this being Mill Road foreshore carpark which has
been affected by coastal erosion.

11.5 Renewal Expenditure.
The City’s historical renewal expenditure is shown in Levels of Service (3). Table 1, above.
As Table 1 above shows, the City has spent an average of $230,235. (2008-09 to 2015-116), per annum, on Renewal,
Upgrade and new carpark assets. However it is noted that this figure also includes some on street parking
improvements and expansion which is difficult to quantify.
External funding towards this expenditure is rare and limited to royalties for regions funding as part of associated
major projects such as the foreshore redevelopment. This would indicate Council is spending 2.28% of its assets
replacement value on renewal annually. This however is consistently more than the annual depreciation, ($131,437).
New carpark expenditure is scheduled to rise significantly, in the next few years, due to the Busselton Foreshore
redevelopment and the Busselton Margaret River Airport redevelopment.

11.6 Predicted Seal Renewal Chart 6.
Chart 6 below shows the predicted seal renewal for the next 30 years’.
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12. Downgrading and Disposal
Carpark assets will be downgraded or disposed of, only when they are no longer required to meet the agreed levels
of service. This may take the form of either:





Sealed carpark downgraded to unsealed;
Gravel carpark downgraded to formed;
Carpark closed and handed to Landgate to arrange lease to adjoining landowners;
Carpark discontinued and made available for sale by either Council or Landgate as appropriate;
Associated building demolished, moved or leased to other responsible agency.

These actions will require community consultation and the approval of the Council.
The rationalisation and reduction in levels of service of carpark assets is an option that requires serious
consideration. For example, in instances where the current and future anticipated levels of service required, are
being exceeded and the maintenance cost to retain the existing level of service are significant. In these instances the
whole of life cost for each alternative should be calculated.
There is currently three carparks within the City’s portfolio that would fit in to this category; one being, Lesueur
Reserve Layman Road, which is sparsely used and sealed, and subject to illegal camping, vandalism and antisocial
behaviour. A further two community Hall carparks are currently being considered for lease or building demolition.

13. Financial Summary
13.1. Required expenditure for future renewal of existing carparks. (Excluding future new carparks).
Forecasting of the renewal requirement on Council’s carpark assets has been made based on:









Current life expectancy (based on condition and age);
Existing condition profiles;
Predicted renewal dates for all asset types, (existing and new);
Network growth, (Council and Developer);
Current actual renewal costs,(like for like);
Spray seal to asphalt upgrades,
CPI, (local average over twenty years);
Intervention levels at condition eight;
Repeat renewals (within the fifty year time span) based on expected useful life.

The predicted renewal expenditure required to maintain Councils carpark network in a sustainable manner and to
achieve the desired levels of service can then be calculated.
The predicted average annual expenditure required for reseals over the initial ten year period is only $58,752. This
however, increases to an average annual expenditure of $183,756 over the predicted thirty year period.

13.2. Gap Modelling

The annual budget for renewal of carparks currently sits at $200,000 pa, rising with CPI in to the future.
If this figure is used to represent an average annual budget the predicted expenditure required for seal renewal, less
the expected average annual budget, will give a minor surplus of funding ($16,244.per annum). This is based on the
assumption that the budgeted funds remain at their current levels plus CPI.
There has also been general provision made within the LTFP for new and major upgrade expenditure via the parking
reserve. Adoption of the CAMP will not bind the Council to any of the New and Major Upgrade works and outlined
within the plan. It will however provide the opportunity for these to be assessed over time and possibly funded via
this reserve account.
Predicted renewal expenditure for seals however does not include gravel re-sheets or any allowance for expansion
and upgrade of the asset group .i.e. new and expanded carparks.
These calculations show the Council does not currently need to increase its annual car park funding in order to
sustainably manage its carpark renewal funding requirement. However, discussion in 9.4 above indicates that in
order to drive upgrade and expansion of the asset group, funds additional to the $200,000 p.a. are required. These
additional works could potentially be funded via the City’s car parking reserve. It is recommended that this be
assessed on a case by case basis as part of each year’s annual budget deliberations.
The total funding required for suggested new parking that could potentially be funded via the car park reserve is
$130,000 as outlined in table five.
Upgrade work identified as COB funding required, (excluding those works identified as funded via other sources such
as foreshore, Airport and Meelup regional Park), in table 6 above, total $461,800.
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Therefore, in order to drive carpark upgrade expansion and improvement, some $591,800 ($461,800+$130,000), will
be required in funds additional to the existing renewal budget. This however can be spread over a number of years
and potentially funded via the City car parking reserve account. If we aim for a five year period then the additional
funding required would be approximately $118,360 per annum
It is proposed that these potential new and upgrade works be noted as part of the adoption of the CAMP and be
considered on a case by case basis as part of the annual budget deliberations. This will provide the Council with the
opportunity to assess these potential new works in line with all other potential new infrastructure works.

13.3 Summary

At the current and predicted level of expenditure, the Council’s carpark assets will reach their life expectancy after
they can be replaced. This will lead to an increase in the level of service and a decrease in maintenance costs in order
to ensure these carparks remain safe to use (within intervention levels).
Based on this plan, the Council should investigate and implement a number of strategies to address the condition of
its carpark assets by:


Maintaining current renewal budgetary funding at the at its existing levels plus CPI,
Considering as part of annual budget deliberations, reserve account funding ($118,360+ CPI), to address the
supply ratio against population growth, (new car parking), and to assist in upgrading and the carpark
network to the desired service levels;
 Continued monitoring of the carpark network;
 Rationalising the network according the use to provide for both reduced costs and maintenance efficiency;
and
 Continuing to fund special carpark projects via alternative funding sources such as special projects and the
Meelup Regional Parks nodes programme.
By implementing the recommendations within the plan, the Council will be able to maintain and improve its carpark
network at the levels required by both the standards and the levels of service identified in this document.

14. Monitoring & Improvement Program
The hierarchy and service levels adopted in this Asset Management Plan, (AMP), are based on proposed levels of
service. Community consultation should occur to establish current expectations and this AMP, reviewed.

Table 5, below, lists the activities that will be required to be undertaken, to ensure the continuous improvement of
this asset category, towards advanced asset management.
Table 5 AMP Monitoring and Improvement Program
Details
Responsible
Due Date
Officer/Area
Research,
development
and Asset
2016
implementation of service levels. Management
To include adoption of Policy by
Council
Complete condition assessment Asset
Manager 31 May

Percentage
Complete
0

Comments

100%

Enables the true renewal

Community
Consultation/
surveys required

2

and inspections for all carparks
Roads/Carparks
2016
Complete condition assessment Asset
Manager 31
and inspections for all unsealed Roads/Carparks
May2016
carparks
Complete full renewal and
financial modelling based on
condition
Complete five year second round
of inspections
Levels
of
satisfaction/monitoring

Asset
Manager
Roads/Carparks

31 May
2016

100%

100%

Asset
Manager 31 June 0
Roads/Carparks
2021

service Assets/Customer
Service

31 Dec 0
2017

date prediction by condition
Establishes
renewal
prediction by condition and
identifies all safety and
maintenance issues
May require the purchase of
Asset management software
Enables the establishment of
true local degradation curves
and refines modelling
Establish a method to
incorporate
statistical
monitoring of carpark related
CRM’S on an ongoing basis,
incorporating targets.
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Appendix 1.Gravel carpark condition rating methodology
Whilst a gravel carpark is similar in many respects to a road there is one notable difference in methodology. This
being drivability, (speed at which a gravel road can be comfortably driven along), which is not applicable in carparks.
For carparks there are six main factors which are measured to provide the condition rating;
1. Average gravel depth, (measured across the whole car park to ascertain the average depth), this is compared
to the ideal depth which should be 150- 200mm, in order to calculate the % remaining gravel and remaining
useful life.
2. Profile or shape to assess the shape of the carpark in cross section and ensure good drainage.
3. Trafficability, (roughness).
4. Rutting.
5. Safety.
6. Loose material
7. Gravel quality, (stoniness loose and embedded).

In addition the inspection also notes surface defects such as potholes, washouts, subgrade exposure. These
additional factors are noted for maintenance purposes as in the case of gravel carparks these can be quickly
remedied by grading.
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Appendix 1.1 Gravel carpark risk rating methodology
RISK MATRIX GRAVEL CARPARKS
0
CONDITION
FACTORS

1
CONDITION
FACTORS

2
CONDITION
FACTORS

3
CONDITION
FACTORS

4
CONDITION
FACTORS

4 REACTION
FACTORS

HIGH

HIGH

EXTREEM

EXTREEM

EXTREEM

3 REACTION
FACTORS

MEDIUM

HIGH

HIGH

EXTREEM

EXTREEM

2 REACTION
FACTORS

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

HIGH

EXTREEM

1 REACTION
FACTORS

MINOR

LOW

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

HIGH

0 REACTION
FACTORS

NO ISSUE

MINOR

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

MEDIUM

REACTION
FACTORS
Deviation from travel path and/or
braking.

This factor is present when the defect is located such that a
vehicle needs to take avoiding action, ie deviate or brake.

Hazard to other road users

This factor is present if the defect is such that the driver needs
to deviate in to the line of other vehicles to avoid it.

Lack of traction

This factor is present when loose material is on the carpark or
the carpark is significantly corrugated.

Sight distance defect causing one of
the above

This factor is present if the defect is not visible due to carpark
shape or alignment or light conditions, (e.g. shade).

CONDITION
FACTORS

Carpark shape

If the shape of the carpark requires users to meander or turn
sharply, this factor is present

Speed Environment

N/A

Depth of table drains

This factor is present if there is a deep table drain (0.09M),
which could cause a vehicle to flip.

Structures or trees

This factor is present if there are unforgiving obstacles which
can be impacted
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Appendix 2. Sealed carpark condition rating methodology is almost identical to
that for sealed roads, which is detailed below.
The only changes to this are within the prioritisation score calculations; here, for off road carparks, the road
hierarchy is replaced with the equivalent of the carpark hierarchy, in order to cover this within the prioritisation
scoring the carpark hierarchy is transposed to the higher road hierarchy levels within the calculations. Traffic
volumes are replaced with twice the car park capacity, and truck route is ignored. Roads are identified in lengths
whereas car parks are assessed by area, (m²)

Overview of rationale used for condition assessments of sealed roads and the
identification and prioritisation of works (Multi- Criteria Analysis – MCA).
The City of Busselton acknowledges the fact that the current condition of an asset, whilst being an important factor
in the prioritisation of works is not the only thing that should be considered in this process.
A multi-criteria analysis approach will be implemented for each asset class as a means of prioritising works for both
the asset management plans and the Long Term Financial Plan.
The current MCA for this asset category is as follows:Sealed Roads and Pavements Asset Management System, (based on Moloney Asset Management).
This system is designed as a technical system for the delivery of practical asset management and accounting reports
as well as a register containing the information relating to the assets.
The system is a very easy to use and is a highly adaptable Excel system. One of the great strengths of the system is its
overall simplicity. This coupled with the fact that the user needs only basic Excel skills in order to master the system
means that you are able to get result quickly. A more advanced understanding of Excel operations enables the user
to take the basic reports provided and operate upon them to produce new site-specific reports to cater for local
requirements. Additional reports can be produced in the system to meet a particular demand, e.g. narrow seals,
projected capital commitments, maintenance programs, value, etc. The asset groups covered by this workbook are:
Sealed Pavement and Sealed Surface.
Primary Functions and Objectives
The primary functions are the provision of a flexible and easy to use management tool for infrastructure that will
allow us to manage our infrastructure assets in a cost effective manner. The management tool will assist us to;







Prepare annual budgetary submissions based upon the real needs of the network.
Produce an open and easily understood means of complying with the requirements of the AAS27 Accounting
regulations.
Benchmark the Infrastructure asset condition at a particular point in time for comparison with the same
asset base at a future Date.
Adapt the basic data input and reports that are produced to meet the specific needs of the organization.
Document risk associated with the assets.
Enable future financial modeling of the sealed road infrastructure network.

The system also allows input and storage of all original sealed road asset details such as quantities and condition;
records the unit rates for asset valuation purposes; allows the calculation of sub asset valuations, projected
treatments, and provides a road register that can assist with queries in to sealed road assets.
Road lengths, treatment and areas
The assessment sheet (used to collect the data in the field) details the overall lengths of each road with the same
treatment and width within one line, the net result being that each line effectively represents a seal start and end.
This then provides a practical view for planned and future works, as it is these lengths that would be addressed when
considering reseals or reconstruction works.
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The sheet also calculates the area of the section which is the basic unit of calculation for cost and valuation. The
precise measurement of the sealed surface area is very important as we intend to use the data contained here
within the resurfacing program and to calculate values; in order to improve accuracy a, plus or minus variance area is
allowed for this accommodating such variations as cul-de-sac bowls, parking bays, traffic islands etc. not previously
recorded within the data base.
Weighted Pavement Condition
This condition factor is calculated within the formula and can be amended to reflect particular needs.
The default setting takes the overall pavement condition, (Largest value from roughness, rutting and profile and
then adds one twentieth of the immediate failure requirement and one fortieth of the percentage of potential
failed pavement). However, this formula can be easily changed to meet specific needs.
The weighted pavement condition is used as a means of sorting pavements; additionally this is then added to the
seal condition to generate the overall condition score for the road section.
The weighted pavement condition is to some extent a condition factor that the end user can vary in order to achieve
a priority works program/condition order for the pavement assets. It is also the condition factor that the written
down value of the pavement should be based upon.
Immediate failures - Allows a means of flagging isolated failures requiring immediate attention. It identifies and
locates the trouble spots and provides an estimate of the works required.
Potential failures - Identifies the location and extent of potential failures, that do not require immediate attention
but may need attention in the near future. Typically such failures would be heaving, sinking or crocodile cracking
which is an early indicator of future problems. Potential failures can occur without immediate failures but in most
cases immediate failures will have potential failures associated with them.
Mode of failure - This allows for the coded recording of the type of failure and is most useful when deriving a work
and maintenance program following inspections. E.g. this can be filtered to identify all patching or cracking etc.
within a specific map ref, and thus the correct work crew can be assigned to attend to the failures, in a
geographically logical manner.
Roughness – This can be a simple ride assessment or it could be derived from a mechanical means of measurement.
As with the failures & potential failure areas this factor could be used as a further means of assessing the pavement
program condition
The mechanical measurement of pavement roughness (high speed data capture) is a very useful long-term tool.
When multiple records of the same pavement segments measured at different times are available then you have
strong data to undertake a pavement performance prediction model. Assessed visually the pavement roughness is
intended as a means of supporting the overall pavement condition.
If there were no pavement failures within a segment and no other poor pavement conditions then a high roughness
condition would indicate the reason for a high overall pavement condition. Once mechanical measurement is
undertaken, (ARRB are currently undertaking high speed data capture of the City's sealed roads), then the 0 - 10 (0 –
as new, 10 - end of life) condition will be linked to NASRA counts or the counts themselves placed into the field.
Rutting - While very important on heavily trafficked roads is not often a problem encountered on local roads and
streets. The factor is however very useful as a means of allocating priority to a resurfacing or reconstruction
program.
Rutting occurs in the wheel path of traffic lanes and is caused by underlying deformation resulting from heavy
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applied traffic loads. Currently the method used to measure the extent of rutting is to place a 1,200 mm straight
edge across the traffic wheel path and to then measure the maximum deformation along the straight edge.
Profile - The shape or profile of the pavement across its horizontal cross-section is a very useful factor in the
assessment of the overall pavement condition. The ARRB laser measuring devices (currently being applied across the
City's sealed roads network will provide a very detailed profile of the road surface. Meanwhile this has been visually
assessed.
The roughness, rutting and profile along with cracking in the sealed surface are the failure fields that come together
to provide supporting detail for a given overall pavement condition. They can also be used to assist with the
development of proposed pavement rehabilitation treatments.
Weighted Seal Condition
This 0 -10 figure (0 – as new, 10 - end of life) is generated via a formula that acts upon the other seal condition
factors. The formula gives a four times weighting to “oxidation” and a two times weighting to texture.
However, texture does not impact on the formula until it reaches condition 3. The formula can be altered to meet
specific requirements. The formula generates the seal condition which is then added to the pavement condition to
give the overall condition.
The seal distress factors that come together to make up the condition are all rated on a 0 – 5 scale. This is closely
related to the Austroads standard and the parameters are detailed below.
Cracking Extent - Pavement and seal cracking is an important factor in the overall health of both the pavement and
the sealed surface. The extent of cracking is a measure of the extent of the cracking problem over the whole of the
seal segment.
Cracking Severity - This factor is a measure of how severe or wide the cracking is. For example a very fine system of
cracking over the whole of the seal may not be as bad as a very severe cracking over only 40% of the area.
Seal Stripping - The stripping or stone loss of the sealed surface includes not only the classic loss of aggregate from a
chip seal but also includes the loss of aggregate and other finer material from an asphalt surface.
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Bitumen Oxidation - This is the most important of the surface condition factors and is perhaps the most difficult to
deal with. The bitumen that holds the aggregate in place within a bituminous chip seal oxidises and becomes brittle
with age.

There is no substitute for experience in this area and ratings provide the best background. Oxidation is linked to age
and so age records for a seal are consulted. However, age alone is not the best measure of oxidation.
A good and consistent approach is to use the preheat method for spray seals, to do this a small area of the surface is
preheated to around 55 degrees and the temperature checked with a non-contact infrared thermometer. A chisel
and hammer is then used to dig out a piece of the seal and examine the bitumen around the top layer of stone only.
Oxidation condition is then allocated based upon experience, and use of the guide.
Asphalt Oxidation - With asphalt surfaces the key to oxidation is the upper surface of the asphalt. Once this has
oxidized the surface will become progressively rougher as material is lost from the asphalt mass. Once the loss of the
larger nominal size stone within the upper surface of the asphalt is wide spread then oxidation has been allowed to
progress beyond the desirable intervention point for surface re-treatment.
Surface Patching - Assessed here is the degree of patching that has been undertaken as well as that which needs to
be undertaken. The degree of seal surface patching that is present or needed to be undertaken is used as one of the
means of establishing the overall seal condition.
It is a seal condition distress indicator and hence the extent of patching that has been both undertaken together with
the extent that needs to be undertaken is combined into the one factor.
Patching that has been undertaken prior to the most recent reseal is ignored.
Surface Texture - Is included as a means of recording the height of the existing bitumen level within a chip or spray
sealed surface.
There are a number of variations on the use of this factor by different authorities but the one that is used here is a
measure of the level of the bitumen up the depth of the stone aggregate.
This condition primarily relates to a chip sealed surface. However it is also recorded for asphalt but here it tends to
be closely related to the stripping or stone loss factor.
Texture is a very important factor for spray seals as it is a measure of the amount of bitumen present in the seal. It is
often a trade-off between getting the most bitumen on the ground and avoiding flushing problems.
There is also a very important difference between the texture requirements for a highly trafficked highway and that
of a lightly trafficked local road. A high texture level (low texture rating) is desirable on the lighter trafficked local
roads while this may cause future flushing problems on highways.
For the lightly trafficked local road the more bitumen you can get onto the road without causing flushing problems
the better. Total seal life will be greatly enhanced with high bitumen levels on local roads and the ideal texture is
within the range 1 – 2 while on highways it may be 3.
Additionally identifying all roads with extremely high texture, (low bitumen levels), can be useful to address a surface
enrichment program, and extend the seal life in some instances with little expenditure.

Safety
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This item has also been included in order to identify locations such as intersection areas where the re-treatment of a
segment would be undertaken on the basis of safety rather than seal condition. For example a fully flushed seal at an
intersection may be in a sound engineering condition but needs to be retreated to provide better breaking
resistance in the wet. Narrow single width seals will have a high safety score despite the assets condition. To some
extent safety either is or is not an issue.
The condition scale is as follows.
Condition Factor 1 - Safety not a real consideration within this segment.
Condition Factor 3 - Safety a minor consideration within this segment.
Condition Factor 5 - Safety a major consideration within this segment.
This factor also feeds in to the priority score at factor x4, (see priority below).
Edge Condition
Here the extent of seal edge break away is assessed on a 0 to 5 scale. This will normally be associated with nonretained seal edges; However in some cases edges can be lost against an existing kerb particularly if the overall
condition of the seal surface has been allowed to oxidise to an excessive level. This variable does not contribute to
the overall seal condition and has been included as a means of identifying and scheduling maintenance works.
This factor may become more meaningful on narrow sealed roads where edge break can be a significant safety issue.
Overall condition
The overall condition of each seal section is a combination of the weighted pavement and weighted seal condition.
The value here is then compared with a scaled table which reflects the degradation graphic for sealed road assets.
The formula then places the area of the segment at a condition between 0 and 10.
At Condition 0 the pavement is new and has the whole of its life ahead of it while at condition 10 there is no residual
value within the pavement.
In practice a sealed road should never get to condition 10 because if it were still in use there must be some residual
value and if it were so bad that it could not be used it would be ripped up and turned back to gravel.
If a segment is given a bad overall assessment then there must be supporting evidence within the other condition
fields to justify the adopted figure. It might be that the pavement was excessively rough, or that it had extensive
potential failures.
The overall condition is intended as a summary of the other condition factors as well as a checking mechanism. In
selecting the condition for a road segment the expected useful remaining life should be considered.
Think of the condition rating as representing the amount of the assets life that has been spent. Condition 3 (30% of
life spent) Condition 8 (80% of life spent).
Condition 8 is regarded as the intervention level at which rehabilitation should take place, and a segment at
condition 8 or higher would reflect its poor condition within the individual condition factors.
Having identified those assets at condition 8 or above and those with safety considerations, these potential/
required works need to be prioritized.
Multi-Criteria Assessment to Determine Priority
The priority score is generated by taking a number of factors in to consideration, the following is a brief explanation
of what factors are included and their weighting.
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Overall Condition, actual score (0-90)
School Bus route scores 10
Designated Truck/haulage route scores 10
Safety Factor x4 (i.e. max 12)
Hierarchy: access 0; Local Dist’ 10, District Dist' B 20, District Dist’ A 30
Traffic Volume: >4999=50, 1499-4999=40, 599-1499=30, 299-599=20, 99-299=10, 0-99=0,
(Vehicles per Day - VPD)
Tourist: Destination=10, Link Route=7, Scenic/Surf/Beach=5.
Comments
Two columns are provided for comments; one for comments directly related to the seal and the other for matters of
an overall road nature. These columns are used to note explanation for suggested treatment, general condition
comments to pinpoint failures and none road related issues e.g., signage required etc.
Again filtering for specific text in these columns can provide useful work schedules, (e.g. all signage issues).
Recommended Treatment
This section allows the inspector and engineers reviewing the results, to enter a suggested treatment where works
are required, there is a choice of 19 possible treatments and each when selected will calculate the approximate cost
of those works based upon the area of the segment.
Whilst this is the costs associated with the proposed treatment, it does not include any remedial works that may be
required in preparation. The advantage however is any seal condition report costing will then be based upon the
proposed treatment and not the existing treatment.
Additionally this allows scenario proposals, as you can quickly compare the relative costs of differing treatment
options.
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Projected renewal and costing for the future.
As each type of seal has an expected useful life (EUL) and we now know the seals condition and consequently what
percentage of its life has been expended, we can now easily calculate the seals remaining useful life, (RUL), and
therefore when we would be likely to have to rehabilitate that seal. Applying today's costs to replace the seal and
inflating these by CPI, (averaged over the last 20yrs), gives asset management the ability to predict the City's future
renewal costs for the next fifty years.

Appendix 3. Modelling Scenarios and cost saving possibilities
The expected replacement date for the asset types can be affected by a number of factors, principally the condition
assessment scale and the expected useful life of each asset type.
The condition assessment scale allocates the inspection results to a condition within the Multi-Criteria Analysis,
(MCA). Once a scale is set that matches the observed condition to the degradation curve any adjustment in this scale
would simply result in an incorrect assessment of the assets true condition.
Appendix 3.1. Expected Useful Life

The expected useful lives of the asset types are based on the typical life being achieved for each type of asset, and it
is these that allocate the projected renewal point for the asset based upon its currently observed condition.
Consequently extending the expected useful lives of the asset types can affect the financial model by pushing out
the replacement dates and spreading the gap calculations. Any extension of the expected useful lives, beyond the
currently accepted values, must be realistic and reflect the time an asset takes to reach intervention level, The risk
with unrealistic useful lives is that the asset is likely to be expected to achieve a life that goes beyond the
intervention level and that this will result in severe degradation of the asset and a much more costly renewal in the
end. In reality the expected useful life for each asset type will vary across the portfolio, as service lives are
significantly affected by traffic volumes and climate. Heavily used carparks such as GLC would be likely to have much
shorter service lives than lesser used carparks of a similar type. Table 6 below illustrates expected useful lives of
asset types for the industry in comparison to those used in this Asset Management Plan, (AMP), and possible
extension scenarios.
Table 6. Expected Useful Lives, (EUL), Comparisons
EXISTING TREATMENT

Primer Seal-1
Prime and Seal
Spray Seal -2
Double Seal-3
Asphalt-4
Concrete-5
Brick Paving-6
Interlocking concrete pavers7
Slurry seal-8
Rubber reseal-9
Pavement (sealed road)
Pavement (unsealed road)
Sub-base

Industry
Standard
EUL
1-2
10

Currently
used EUL
yrs
2
15

Extended
EUL

8-15
8-15
8-20
20-40
30
20-40

18
20
25
35
25-30
30

25
27
35
40
35
40 (little)

$/m²
replacement
cost
$4.28
No
longer
used
$4.98
$8.00
$18.50
$90.00
$72.00
$72.00

5-20
8-15
50-70
12-20
∞

20
20
60
15
∞

15
25
80
20
∞

$12.00
$7.00
$26.65
$14.35
$3.00

4
15

The currently used EUL could possibly be stretched to the extended value in most, (but not all), cases.
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The EUL for single Spray seals has already been pushed out in excess of the industry norm and inspections suggest
that these seals are achieving useful lives in excess of 20 years, consequently this was reduced to 18 yrs,(after which
significant deterioration is observed), for the current AMP: however no further extension would be realistic and
would result in excessive renewal costs.
Asphalt seals are mostly lasting for up to 25-30 years and in rural and urban residential situations may well be able to
remain useful for 35 yrs provided they get enough exercise and are routinely maintained.
Brick paving assets are principally associated with asphalt within estate developments and it is likely these assets
would be renewed along with the whole road; therefore the EUL should remain as per asphalt
.
Concrete and Concrete pavers represent a relatively small asset group.
Gravel Pavements have currently been set at the industry norm. Records indicate that the vast majority of our gavel
pavements are well in excess of this age. Given that the area is fortunate enough to have high quality laterite gravel
it would probably be realistic to extend this EUL to 20years in the case of low use carparks. (There is currently no
scheduled annual budget allocated to Resheeting gravel carparks the preference being to gradually upgrade these to
sealed parking areas).
Appendix 3.2 Adjusting Levels of Service

Reduction in some levels of service can also be considered to assist in the reduction of the financial renewal and
expansion burden. This is briefly discussed above, (Downgrading and Disposal), but can be explored in more detail
here.
Downgrading sealed to gravel.
Where the utilisation of a sealed carpark has fallen to levels where the current level of service exceeds that required,
consideration should be given to downgrading the level of service in order to reduce cost. To illustrate this we need
to look at the whole of life costs to renew a sealed carpark vs. that to maintain it as a gravel paved carpark, this is
illustrated in Table 7 below, as an example using 6000 m² of parking area.
Table 7. Whole of Life Costs, Sealed vs. Unsealed
Reconstruct and seal
Annual Maint
Second seal and Reseal
Rip and top sheet
Annual Maint Grading
Resheet

Annualised cost
$8400
$500
$2400
$2880
$1000
$2880

Total annual cost
$11,300
Sealed
carpark
$6,760 Gravel carpark

This would indicate an average saving of $0.76/m² per annum. Inspection has identified approximately --?--- m² of
sealed car parking that could be considered for downgrade, which although is not a lot, would represent a saving of
approx. $----/annum or $-------over 50 yrs.

Whilst Asphaltic concrete is desirable and provides a smooth and quiet surface it is not always necessary in carparks
with lower usage and hierarchy, (but is preferable in highly utilised parking area and the Major asset hierarchy’s).
Council should therefore consider the use of asphalt only where it be deemed necessary. Resealing, quiet rural and
local beach car parks, with fine aggregate spray seals, as opposed to upgrading to asphalt. The “savings” here are
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approximately $5 to $14 per m². If Council where to adopt such a policy and reduce the upgrade percentage then
the “savings” could be applied to extending the asset network. There are however some disadvantages and these
are summarised as follows:






Standard spray seals will require renewing some 5-10 years sooner than asphalt. Although the relative cost
differential would allow two spray seals for the cost of one asphalt overlay. (Given the current EUL’s that
would provide 40-50 years of service vs. 30-35);
If existing seals are allowed to degenerate beyond condition 8, the rectification work required to correct the
defects and allow the application of a spray seal may become too great and asphalt will be the only option to
provide a new regulated surface. There is no reason however why the following treatment should not be a
spray seal;
In later years spray seals may require additional maintenance; and
Spray seals are not an option on heavily trafficked and carparks where turning stresses can quickly destroy a
spray seal.

Appendix 3.3. Additional Possibilities, to extend useful life and reduce the cost of
renewals




Consider stabilisation of isolated pavement failures rather than whole section reconstruction;
Introduce crack sealing and surface enrichment programmes to extend the life of existing seals;
Consider polymer modified spray seals for cracked areas rather than asphalt overlays;

APPENDIX 4. Busselton and Dunsborough CBD Parking Areas maps.
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